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Some parents have the following thoughts about rewards: "The original
intention was to praise the child's good performance, but now the reward seems
to have become a bribe." "He has become utilitarian, calculating the degree of
his effort based on the size of the reward." "Sometimes I even feel that the
child has become greedy. The rewards that once attracted him no longer have
the original effect. Only by providing richer rewards is he willing to make an
effort."

In fact, in the commercial society where adults are located, bosses also use
rewards and bonuses to praise employees' outstanding work performance and
inspire employee morale. Many early childhood education experts have also
proposed a reward system, using children's favorite food, toys, etc., to train and
cultivate their good behavior habits. Rewards have become our usual way, but
parents' worries are not unfounded. How can we reduce the side effects of
rewards?

There are mainly two directions to reduce the side effects of rewards. One is
that parents can change the type of rewards, and at the same time, they must
not encourage children with money, otherwise it will make children prioritize
money and everything will be based on materialism. The rewards given by
parents can be changed from one-time enjoyment such as food, gradually



transformed into long-term gifts, such as entertaining toys, academic stationery,
etc., and later can be rewarded spiritually, such as parents giving certificates,
applause and other non-material encouragement.

The second approach is that parents can gradually reduce the proportion of
rewards given according to the following three criteria:

1. Increase the number of expected behaviors completed by the child before
giving a reward.
Example: If parents expect the child to put the toys away in the toy box
after playing, initially, parents may need to give stickers as encouragement
for the child to be willing to tidy up the toys; afterwards, the child should
put the toys in the toy box several times on their own before the parents
give sticker rewards.

2. Raise the standard of requirements according to the child's performance,
and only give rewards after the child completes behaviors of higher
difficulty.
Example: Initially, as long as the child puts all the toys in the box, they can
be given sticker encouragement. Then the requirements can be raised, the
child needs to put all the toys in the box, and carefully organize the toys
and place them properly to get the sticker.

3. When the child is relaxed and happy or makes a request, parents can make
demands on the child without providing rewards.
Example: The child requests to watch their favorite TV show, the parent
proposes that the child needs to tidy up the toys into the toy box before



they can watch TV.

Through these two principles, parents can systematically dilute the function of
external material rewards, let children internalize the motivation behind
completing good behaviors, gradually reduce dependence on external
encouragement, and make them gain a sense of success from within as the main
source of their learning motivation.


